ABOUT THE EISA ROSTER OF EXPERTS

The EISA Roster of Experts is an online and easily accessible repository of practitioners in the field of democracy and elections. Individuals with expertise in any of the twenty-four thematic areas listed in the profile template can join the Roster. The Roster is open to experts from and beyond Africa. The tool serves as a mechanism for the recruitment of experts and observers for specific projects executed by EISA across the African continent. It is also used to manage, update and store particulars of experts deployed on EISA’s projects and missions.

Registered users with a password-protected account can create a profile and fill in nine mandatory and four optional fields. Users are allowed to modify and update their profile when necessary.

The Roster is built with search and filtering functionalities for the selection of experts for specific assignments based on key criteria, including fields of expertise, work experience and language amongst others.

Personal information of users are accessible to EISA only. For details related to the use of personal information by EISA users may refer to the Privacy Policy which can be found on the home page of the Roster.

Inclusion in the Roster does not translate into a job offer from EISA. Neither does it guarantee users a placement with EISA election observer missions.